RYBAT HEMISCRIP SYNCHRONY

1. While in Hagu Massing told S 11, Chambers was planning to return to Europe this year even tho in bad health. Stated that Chambers had decided that wished travel so badly would do so even at risk to health. S 11 told her that in that event he wished invite C to visit Holland and lecture to small group. Massing said would tell C he welcome Holland next time she writes to him.

2. Fagg and S 11 had not considered any operational use and had not offered any trip. Would of course finance trip to Holland from some place within Europe if helpful but do not feel sufficient advantage exists recommend pay made trip.

3. Have delayed making any proposal re use Massing or any other person for local approaches until expert trip plans materialize. Had expected expert by 1/2 but this firm.

4. Fagg ready go FRAN for discussions re massing when expert plans clear.

END OF MESSAGE